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ABSTRACT

The additional excitation observed in the phonon spectrum of LaiCuO* is shown to arise
from Cu charge fluctuations. A nonlinear breathing shell model is formulated for the coupling of
these fluctuations with the lattice. The harmonic dynamics and exact nonlinear solutions are studied
in a 2-D model of the CuO2 planes. A molecular dynamics simulation shows an additional peak
of nonphononic character originated by the nonlinear lattice dynamics.
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The spectrum of dynamical excitations in La^NiOt and LajCuOt as observed by
neutron inelastic scattering shows peculiar anomalies related to a breathing mode^1"3'. In
particular in LatCuO^ an additional neutron group of nonphononic nature is observed
at energies lower than the breathing mode near the zone boundaries at (0.5,0.5,0) and
(0.5,0,0) . While these additional excitations must involve some kind of lattice dynamics
in order to be observed by neutron scattering, it is clear that they cannot be described
on an harmonic basis. There is also an apparent relation between this extra excitation
and the breathing mode, since the intensity of the neutron group corresponding to the
breathing mode decreases when approaching the zone boundary, while the intensity of
the extra group increases. On the other hand the Cu ion can fluctuate between different
valence states'4"6' which involve variations of ionic radius. These ones are able to couple
with,lattice vibrations of appropiate symmetry, a mechanism which is known to produce
phonon anomalies in mixed valence compounds'7"9'. Precisely the breathing type modes
are good candidates to couple with valence fluctuations.

Based on the above argumentation we consider a simple model for the dynamics of
the CuOj layers. The model includes a compressible electronic shell at the Cu ion which
is treated adiabatically. We consider the oxygen ion as rigid and only nearest neighbour
Cu — O interactions in order to retain only the basic mechanism. The necessity of a
nonlinear dynamics,as previously stated, leads to the natural selection of an anharmonic
core-shell interaction at Cu. Due to symmetry the lowest order anharmonic term must be
of fourth order. In addition we consider a double-well form which simulates an energy
barrier between the valence states. This type of model has been previously used for mixed
valence compounds'9'. The model is depicted in Figure 1. The potential energy is:
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Uia[m,n) represents the core displacement of ion i in cell (m,n). The parameters A and
B are the longitudinal and transversal interionic force constants,respectively. The core-
shell coupling constants 32 and gt are taken both positive. The scalar W(m,n) denotes
the breathing degree of freedom of the shell at the Cu ion. This ion is not considered
polarizable, and therefore the shell remains centered at the core.

The kinetics of the shell is determined by the adiabatic condition:

dW(m,n)
= 0

Uiv(m,n - 1)}
,n) + g*W (m,n) \2)

The equations of motion corresponding to the potential 4> with condition 2 admit nonlinear
periodic solutions for certain range of parameters, as we discuss later. Therefore, the



parameters of the model are determined by comparing first the harmonic dynamics with
experimental data for modes involving mainly in-plane motion of the ions in the C\xO%
layers.

For the harmonic model we replace the anharmonic core-shell potential by an effective
harmonic term \gW2(m,n). With the values A = 3134, B = 110 and g = 93347 in
THz2amu we obtain the dispersion curves shown in Figure 2. A qualitatively satisfactory
agreement can be observed with the experimental data ' '"^in spite of the simplicity of
the mode!. Such a high value of g as the above given is needed in order to reproduce the
great difference between the highest LO (breathing) mode and the LA mode at the zone
boundary.

The nonlinear equations of motion derived from 1 and 2 can be solved with the
ansatz'10"11'

(3)
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The amplitudes of these periodic solutions (periodons) are completely determined by the
model parameters. It turns out that the existence of these solutions for the above values
of the parameters A and B requires a large negative value of gj. This corresponds to a
double-well potential barrier in the core-shell interaction which is high compared with the
interatomic couplings. There are as many periodon branches wp(q) as degrees of freedom
per cell, and they are obtained as eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix at the rigid ion
limit of the model'11'. The possibility that certain periodon amplitude W(q) particularly
near the zone boundary be more intense than the other ones was explored. However we
obtain similar values of W(q) in all periodon branches.

We are interested in the possible contribution of the above excitations to the neutron
scattering response, since it cannot be asserted that they show up at their characteristic
frequencies, as the phonons do. For the case of an isolated dimmer with a nonlinear core-
shell coupling at one of its units,the linear response to an external field exhibits a double
peaked structure'12'. In order to study if an analogous feature appears in a coupled system
we perform a molecular dynamycs (M.D.) calculation of the dynamical structure factor
S(q,w) for a chain. This chain can be visualized from Figure 1 as one of the horizontal
chains and it contains the essential physical mechanism proposed in the 2-D model. The
corresponding potential, written in terms of dimensionless quantities^:

The parameter F denotes the ratio of the intersite to the intraionic harmonic coupling
constants. The displacements here are measured in units of (gi/gt)1*2 and the unit of
energy is gl/gt.

The M.D. simulation was performed for a chain of 1000 unit cells with periodic bound-
ary conditions. A mass ratio M\jMi = 4 was taken. Since the shell coordinate W is

supposed to follow adiabatically the core motion, W is obtained by solving the adiabatic
condition (a cubic equation) and replaced in the dynamic equation for U, The runs were
performed for 2M steps after the zero of time, using a step size of 0.3. The time unit
is (Mi/jj)1 '2. Then the space-time Fourier transform of the displacement-displacement
correlation function was computed. This quantity gives the leading approximation to the
dynamical structure factor S(q, w). Figure 3 shows the result of this calculation. There,
the presence of an additional peak below the two pfcrai ones is clearly revealed. Al-
though the experimentally observed extra peak lies well above the acoustic modes, the
position of this peak in Figure 3 may be just a consequence of the oversimplification made
for the one-dimensional calculation. The frequencies corresponding to the phonon peaks
are in quite good agreement with those arising from a mean-field calculation. In spite of
the nonlinearity the phonon groups are well defined, also in agreement with the exper-
imental observations'1'. The extra peak appears in a fairly wide range of temperatures
around T = 0.25 in dimensionless units. This value corresponds to the barrier energy of
the double-well potential.

The most remarkable fact in these results is that the extra peak appears only near the
zone boundary, in agreement with the experimental measurement obtained by inelastic
neutron scattering'1"3!. The basic mechanism proposed for the existence of this peak in
the structure factor is the nonlinear coupling between charge fluctuations and the lattice
vibrations. This is confirmed within the framework of a simple nonlinear breathing shell
model, which explains qualitatively the most remarkable experimental facts. Interestingly
enough, it is also near the zone boundary that the breathing motion of the shell for the
highest LO branch has its maximum amplitude. This may lead to a coupling between the
breathing phonon and the nonlinear excitations which produce the observed extra peak.
In the molecular dynamic calculation we also observe that this peak is most pronounced
for small values of F, which implies a high double-well barrier compared with the intersite
coupling. This could be correlated with the condition found for the existence of periodons
in the two-dimensional model. Thus the periodons may contribute to the extra peak.

In a recent paper'13' the extra peak is also attributed to charge fluctuations. However
it is not clear how the charge fluctuations give rise to an additional peak in the neutron
scattering structure factor. The appearance of an extra branch is trivially explained by
adding a massive scalar degree of freedom harmonically coupled in a 2-D model. We show
instead how local charge fluctuations at the Cu ions give rise non trivially to an extra
excitation of the lattice.

Finally, our results on the extra peak may provide a bridge to the understanding of
the high temperature superconductivity. Several authors have pointed out the impor-
tance of charge fluctuations for the enhancement of the superconducting temperature
in the cuprates[14~1Tl. On the other hand the role of lattice anharmonicity for the high
temperature superconductivity has been also emphasised'18"19^. A nonperturbative an-
harmonic theory is able to explain the anomalous isotopic effects observed in the high Tc
materials'50'. Both points of view can be covered within the framework of our explanation
for the extra peak, since the coupling between nonlinear lattice excitations (due to the
charge fluctuations) and charge carries may provide a mechanism of superconductivity.

In summary, the extra peak observed by neutron inelastic scattering in La?CuOt seems
likely to be related to the nonlinear coupling between Cu charge fluctuations and the lat-
tice vibrations. However,the present numerical results cannot be directly compared with
experiment but a plausible extension based on a three-dimensional nonlinear breathing
shell model is likely to do so.
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Fig.l

Breathing shell modet of the CuO2 planes with nearest-neighbour harmonic force con-
stants A and B. The double well core-shell interaction is described by the parameters g2

and gA. Cu ions are at sites 1 and O ions at sites 2 and 3.
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Fig.2

Phonon dispersion relations for q= "(£,0) calculated with the model of Fig 1. Full
lines: longitudinal modes; dashed lines: transverse modes. The dots represent experimen-
tal data: • for Ai modes and o for A3 modes. Crosses indicate the observed nonphononic
excitations.

Dynamical structure factor from M.D. simulations for three values of <j = "£ , with
dimensionless temperature T = 0.3 and coupling constant F = 1. The optic and acoustic
phonons are indicated by O and A respectively. The same maximum height is taken for
the three curves. To get rid of finite-time diffration effects the function was smoothed
using a Gaussian.
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